
AFA’s feedback on FSC’s sample life insurance SoA 

Issue Feedback 

Length The document is still an 11-page document with a 4-page reference material appendix.  Length of SoAs has 
been said repeatedly by FOS & ASIC to be an indicator in misunderstandings by consumers.  We think the 
sample could be reduced further (about 3-4 pages less).  The appendix information is generally good and 
just right in length and meaning. 

Looks like just about every other 
SoA 

The sections and flow of the document are strikingly similar to many other SoA templates used by the 
profession.  There are many section headings and wording that comes directly from other SoAs.  By copying 
the format of other SoAs, you can relegate yourself to repeating not only the good parts but the mistakes 
and inefficient parts. 

Summary at the beginning The document lacks an ‘executive summary’ or ‘here’s a snapshot of my advice’ section to give a high level 
view of the advice.  We consider that moving the following sections could be combined to create a one-page 
summary appearing at page 2 of the document after the title page (or make the summary detachable): 

 Summarise the client goals as ‘You want your family income and expenses to be as affordably 
protected in the event of sickness, injury, disability or death.  You can currently afford $500 
premiums out of your surplus monthly income.’ 

 The first table in Section 3.1 detailing the recommended policies, the premiums, sums insured, 
owners & beneficiaries 

 The ‘how this meets your goals’ table in Section 3.1 

 From page 9: total costs to you (separated into initial and ongoing) and remuneration (separated 
into initial and ongoing) not broken down with a hashtag comment referring client ‘to page 9 for 
further details’ 

 Portfolio projections from page 13 

 Some further dot points as well from pages 5-8 to give prominence to the most important 
aspects/risks/consequences of the advice about, incl. the bowel cancer wording from page 3 and 
reference to the SuperLink option reducing costs. 

The content on page 5 should be moved to within the content across pages 6-8 using the same sentences in 
the relevant sections. 

Medium-high risk that many of 
the phrases used in the SoA might 
be relied upon by licensees & 
advisers as compliant wording for 
certain requirements 
 

Even if they don’t copy the format and setting out of the Sample SoA 9not that it’s very different from other 
SoA structures), much of the content of this sample SoA appears capable of being used as template wording 
by advisers/licensees to be copied into their own SoA templates.  We consider there is a medium-high risk 
that advisers will rely on the content without doing their own verification.  We therefore suggest editing 
some sections to ensure a higher standard of compliance or to indicate to advisers what the choices 
are/could be or to make the warning more meaningful to the client by bringing it back go the circumstances 
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 or referring them to another section of the document.  See ‘AFA suggested compliance edits’ document.  
Suggest also adding in ‘comments boxes’ like the one we’ve added to the front page to give guidance to 
advisers where appropriate 

Clearly noting what cash flows are 
remuneration while also clearly 
noting the costs to the client – and 
adding ‘each year’ where 
applicable 

The draft fees & costs table on page 9 could be easily misunderstood by not stating clearly or indicating 
otherwise that the commissions to be received by the adviser are not out flows of the client.  Intermingling 
client outflows like the SoA fee with commissions is the cause, but as commissions are based on the client-
paid premiums some finessing is needed to rectify the potential confusion.  To make the table more 
effective, suggest using bolding to differentiate between client incurred cash flows and those not.  Also 
important to note that ‘ongoing’ means per year if this is the timeframe.  Omitting this could lead to 
misunderstanding (eg that the ongoing are a total ongoing or a monthly). 

Every inconsistency in an SoA 
diminishes the integrity of the 
document and can mislead or 
cause misunderstanding 

The note at bottom of page 15 indicates the medical costs figure above ($120,450) is calculated on the 
family income, but page 2 says that David Smith is the sole income earner in the family and his annual 
gross(?) income is $110,000. 

Make every part of the SoA 
meaningful to the client to avoid 
misunderstandings and to show 
the adviser has complied with 
their best interests duty as well as 
the common law standard of care 

We have made several suggested edits – particularly to the template text on pages 6-8 – to make the 
document less of a cookie-cutter using the same warnings as used on all other SoAs.  More important for 
warnings about risks, benefits lost and disadvantages to ensure no perception of misrepresenting upsides at 
the expense of the downsides.  Also to support the perception that the document is about explaining the 
advice not about selling a product with all the expected product disclaimer fine print.  Sure, put the ‘things 
they need to know in”, but maybe not in one section on its own.  Think about a narrative. 

Authority to proceed Be mindful about subsequent claims about undue influence or pressure to proceed after the SoA has been 
provided.  Make sure the client has sufficient time to consider all the information.  Asking a client to sign an 
ATP “today” is not consistent with taking this care.  Likewise, make sure the application forms are attached 
to the PDS. 

“Other things you need to know” 
and “things to be aware of” 

The former section ‘other things…’ was developed by lawyers to protect the licensee but have little 
substantive value to the client – especially when this section is usually tucked away at the end of the SoA in 
the ‘bleary eyed section’.  The latter section used to the be the “risks and disadvantages” section of SoAs 
that most licensees changed a couple years ago to plainer language.  After the redundant bits are removed, 
both groups of disclaimers, caveats, warnings, cautions and reminders can be more meaningfully disclosed 
in the sections of the SoA that they relate to, not split into two sections. 

Who is the audience and what is 
the purpose of the SoA? 

Be careful not to represent the product issuer’s marketing statements as a fact or an opinion, such as 
”competitively priced” and “has a good claims history” and “this will provide you with greater certainty at 
the time of a claim” (from next page).  Keep the space in the SoA for facts and the opinions of the adviser.  
Sell your expertise, not the issuer’s product.  Likewise, be careful making comparative statements that 
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highlight the upsides without contextually noting the downsides as well.  Several FOS cases have hinged on 
uneven representations of comparative features. 

Keep all of it relevant A third of the personal details section was either not relevant to the advice and there due to habit, or 
repetitive/poorly framed.  It is not relevant to the advice that the client is married.  Sure its relevant for 
estate planning purposes and for super BDNs and sometimes for explaining the tax consequences of advice, 
but rarely is it relevant for risk advice.  Sure a person has a partner and the point of insurance is to provide 
for one’s family, but their actual marital status is irrelevant to whether the insurance will effectively provide 
a benefit – insurance benefits are marriage status ignorant because a de facto will get the same as a 
wife/husband. Likewise, the employer’s name is not relevant to the advice.  Each row in this table adds 
unnecessary length.  There are more creative ways to insert this information in the SoA as well – within the 
recommendations.  There are some really good SoAs out there that don’t have a ‘personal details’ section at 
the beginning of the SoA at all but which weave it into the recommendations to make the information more 
meaningful to the client and the strategy more understandable. 

Industry terms and avoiding 
claims of ‘reverse engineering’ an 
SoA 

Many SoA templates have pre-filled information in a client goals section.  This is a terrible practice and adds 
weight to an allegation that the SoA is cookie cutter or the SoA was reverse engineered ie making the 
reasons for the suitability of the advice fit the client’s circumstances. You can usually tell that it’s pre-filled 
because they’re framed in a way that laypeople do not speak.  To avoid allegations of this nature, always 
encourage advisers to use the clients’ own words when describing why they are seeking advice, what their 
goals are, what limitations are on the advice, in the scope of advice sections and what their health is like.  
Likewise, ask 10 random people on the street what a Term Life policy is or what a Trauma policy covers you 
for and you will likely find none who can accurately describe them.  ASIC says that SoAs should avoid using 
industry jargon.  An adviser should only do so where the terms have been previously explained (and there’s 
evidence of that) and it is more efficient to use the industry term in light of the previous explanation. 

Strategy section / product section This is a habit many advice licensees follow.  It works really well for investment advice and we encourage 
advisers to sell their expertise, not product.  In this SoA, the only strategy in the ‘Strategy section’ is the use 
of the SuperLink option and recommending some policies be held within super.  The policy mix doesn’t 
belong in the ‘Strategy section’.  There is probably more strategic advice in the ‘Product section’ (60 vs 90-
day wait & how this is comparatively valuable to the client, stepped premiums instead of level, replace TPD 
because of a more favourable cancer definition, stable income so recommend indemnity IP policy, bundling 
TPD/Term) 

 


